Abstract
Introduction
The core goal of almost all global illumination algorithms is to measure the light transport that leads to a photorealistic image. Each pixel in such an image must record the output of an idealized light sensor (e.g. a CCD or tiny section of film) during the camera exposure. Mathematically, the output from one of these pixel sensors can be described by the measurement equation, an integral of the incoming radiance striking the sensor through the camera lens. In its full form, the measurement equation is a five-dimensional integral of incoming radiance, with two dimensions for the area of the pixel sensor, two for the lens, and one for time.
Beyond these five dimensions, the incoming radiance that strikes the lens must be evaluated using the rendering equation, another high dimensional integral. To account for participating media and surface reflection, the rendering equation must integrate the change in radiance along a ray's trajectory, accounting for the radiance contributions of every possible scatter point along the way. This leads to a three dimensional integral for each level of scattering. Thus, to account even for single scattering, the measurement equation must be eight dimensional, with three more dimensions being included for each additional scattering event.
Monte Carlo, World Space and Preimage Space
Owing to the complexity of the measurement equation, analytical solutions are generally not possible, and most renderers resort to some form of Monte Carlo sampling. In world space, a Monte Carlo sample of the measurement equation consists of a ray path that connects a point on a pixel sensor to a point on a light source, through the camera lens and a number of light scattering events. Mathematically, however, a ray path sample can be represented as a point in [0, 1) n . Each coordinate of the point represents some decision that must be made while constructing the ray path. For example, one coordinate may represent the instant in time for which the ray path is constructed, two more may represent a point on the pixel sensor, two more a point on the lens, and so forth. In this paper, we will refer to a ray path sample as being in world space or path space, while the term preimage space will be used to refer to points in [0, 1) n , since this is the preimage (domain) of the function that maps points to ray paths.
lens and x 0 . . . xn in space. x can be evaluated as a Monte Carlo sample as the product of a number of terms. Of course, the details of the product will vary from renderer to renderer, but a typical evaluation might look something like:
where L(x) is the value assigned to ray path x. The terms of the numerators correspond to the sensitivity of the light sensor (wt ,wp,w l ), the geometric and light scattering properties of the path ( f ), and the light emitted from a light source (Le). The denominators of the terms represent the probability with which each part of the path was generated. (Many renderers ignore one or more of the first three terms of the above product because they sample time, the pixel or the lens area uniformly.) In general, a renderer creates a path as a Markov chain of ray segments, so the terms are not independent.
L(x)
forms an unbiased estimate of the pixel's value, which may have a high variance. Importance sampling attempts to reduce the variance by choosing a sampling distribution that makes L as constant as possible.
Overview
In this paper we present Table- driven Adaptive Importance Sampling (TAIS), a sampling method which supplements existing importance sampling methods rather than replacing them. TAIS works by defining a set of tabular importance maps (probability tables) for each pixel. The maps guide sampling efforts towards undersampled parts of path space, working in one of two modes: (1) A map may transform points from preimage to world space, or (2) a map may act as a preprocess to standard importance sampling. The maps for a given pixel are created before it is rendered by averaging those of neighboring pixels, and samples taken within the pixel are used to update the pixel's maps after it is rendered, improving the importance function for subsequent pixels.
Related Work
This section gives an overview of importance sampling methods used in global illumination. In global illumination, importance sampling works by changing the way in which preimage space points are converted to world space, with the goal of making L from equation 1 as constant as possible. Flattening L can be quite difficult, however, and most importance sampling methods for global illumination only consider one or two terms of L at a time. Nevertheless, importance sampling a few terms of the measurement equation can be quite successful in some situations, and a large number of importance sampling methods have been developed around this idea.
BRDF and phase function sampling. One of the terms of the measurement equation that has received a lot of attention is the BRDF function. The result of this work is that a large number of BRDFs and phase functions can be importance sampled [War92, LFTG97, AS00, LRR04, BSS93].
Light source sampling. Light sources in the scene are another common target for importance sampling. This work can roughly be divided into algorithms that define an importance function over a large number of light sources [SWZ96, FBG02] , and algorithms that define an importance function over the area of a large light source such as an environment map [ARBJ03, KK03, ODJ04] .
Combining BRDF and light source samples. A number of methods have been developed to importance sample two terms in the product simultaneously, usually the BRDF and light sources. Multiple importance sampling [VG95] allows a renderer to sample the BRDF with some samples and the light sources with others, combining the probabilities in a provably good way. Other work can sample the product of the lighting and BRDF, either by discarding some samples taken from a simpler distribution [BGH05, TCE05] , or by constructing an explicit representation of the product suitable for importance sampling [CJAMJ05, CETC06] .
Sampling directions in space.
Beyond product sampling, a number of algorithms attempt to provide a global context to the importance sampler by using probability maps to indicate good sampling directions in space. The maps in these methods [Jen95, HP02, SL06] are generally constructed using a photon map. Our algorithm also uses importance maps, but we construct the maps lazily during sampling rather than as a preprocess, and we can take into account terms of the measurement equation, such as the area of the lens, that are ignored by methods that specify sampling directions in space.
Las Vegas Monte Carlo. The Las Vegas Monte Carlo method [Lep78] is a general integration method that iteratively adapts a tabular pdf during integration. The basic idea is to compute an integral in multiple passes, updating the pdf table on each pass. To keep memory costs down, the function is assumed to be separable so that it is sufficient to keep a 1D table for each dimension of the integrand. Las Vegas Monte Carlo has been used in a general rendering context [LC99] , as well as specifically to do direct lighting [DWF06] . Our importance maps are similar to the probability tables used in the Las Vegas method, but we do not solve the pixel integrals iteratively, and we define 2D and discrete tables in addition to 1D marginal pdfs.
Metropolis Light Transport. Our approach is also similar to Metropolis Light Transport (MLT) [VG97] , and energy redistribution path tracing (ERPT) [CTE05] . Like our method, MLT and ERPT reuse information gleaned during sampling to improve rendering efficiency. One formulation of MLT [KSKAC02] also operates in preimage space, as do the bulk of our importance maps. However, these methods rely on path mutation for information sharing, whereas we explicitly define probability densities for different parts of the measurement equation.
Table-driven Adaptive Importance Sampling
This section describes our adaptive importance sampling algorithm in detail. The basic idea is to supplement existing importance sampling methods with tabular importance maps made specially for each image pixel. The purpose of the maps is to direct sampling efforts towards undersampled regions of the measurement equation that may not be properly accounted for by other sampling methods. For example, the "scatter direction" map helps determine what direction to sample from a non-specular surface, which can be useful in sampling caustics and other indirect lighting phenomena. The maps for a given pixel are assembled lazily based on the Monte Carlo samples that have been taken in the pixel's neighborhood. When a bright sample is found, the maps update to increase the probability of sampling near the same location in path space. Subsequent samples then naturally "swarm" to that part of path space, reducing variance.
World Space and Preimage Space Maps
The importance maps used in our renderer can be grouped into two main categories, those that act in world space, and those that act in preimage space.
World space maps work in parallel with existing importance sampling methods. That is, some preimage space points get transformed to world space using standard importance sampling, while others get transformed based on the world space maps, as shown in figure 1. Hence, a world space map is really just another importance sampling method to be combined with existing methods using multiple importance sampling. Assuming the balance heuristic, the resulting distribution is a weighted average of the map probability pmap and the probability induced by other importance sampling methods p is :
where α is the fraction of the points that are transformed using the maps. (For the renderings in the paper, α was set to 0.5.)
Preimage space maps, on the other hand, serve as a preprocess to standard importance sampling. The sampler feeds uniformly distributed points in [0, 1) n into the preimage space map, which transforms them into non-uniformly distributed points, but still in preimage space. The non-uniform points are then transformed to world space with standard importance sampling methods. Figure 2 shows this process graphically. The end probability resulting from this double transformation is the product of the probability specified in the preimage space map and the natural probability created by standard importance sampling:
Transform some points using standard importance sampling 
Maps Used in our System
Rather than creating a single, high dimensional importance map, we define a series of one and two dimensional maps, with each one corresponding to a different decision the renderer must make while constructing a path. Structuring the maps in this way reduces memory requirements, but it implicitly assumes that the terms of equation 1 are separable. The size of the maps must also be kept fairly small because of memory overhead, so we also assume that the features of the integrand are large enough to be captured by an importance map with at most a few hundred discrete bins.
The maps currently defined in our renderer include time, lens area, scatter distance within a participating medium, bifurcation (whether to reflect or transmit), light selection, point on light, and scatter direction. Table 1 gives a brief description of the map types defined by our renderer. Figures 5 through 11 show the kinds of results that can be achieved by including each of the map types, comparing against a converged image (left) and standard path tracing (middle). In our system, the maps can be individually turned on or off by the user.
Note that while the scenes in figures 5 through 11 may seem contrived, each one actually corresponds to a fairly common rendering task. For example, cinematographers often utilize a very shallow depth of field, like that shown in figure 6, to de-emphasize background elements. 
Map Storage and Importance Propagation
Map storage. Memory overhead for the importance maps is kept to a minimum by only storing maps for two rows of pixels in the image at a time−the current row being rendered, and the row just completed. To render a pixel, the renderer first assembles importance maps for the pixel by averaging the maps from the neighboring pixels that have already been rendered. Our implementation averages seven maps, as shown in figure 3 . Typically, the maps are kept fairly small in size. For 2D maps, a size of 32 × 32 is typical, and 1D maps generally range between 64 and 256 entries. Figure 4 shows the result of varying the size of the scatter direction map. When rendering an image, we scan back and forth to allow importance to propagate both left and right, as well as down, in the image. The temporary maps. Ideally, we would like to add each Monte Carlo sample directly to the current pixel's importance maps, but several difficulties get in the way. First, the maps for the current pixel are inverted (stored as cdf's rather than pdf's) to facilitate quick lookup, and it would be expensive to add samples directly to the inverted maps. Second, the pixel maps are normalized, and it is unclear how to scale individual samples so that they combine properly with normalized maps. For these reasons, we keep a set of temporary maps to hold importance information obtained while rendering the current pixel. After the pixel has been rendered, the temporary maps are scaled and combined with the maps for the pixel, and this information will propagate to subsequent pixels.
Before processing a pixel, the renderer clears the temporary maps. Then, each Monte Carlo sample produced while rendering the pixel is added to all of the temporary maps. As an example of how this is done, suppose that the renderer has created the ray path x with value L(x) from point u in preimage space. Now suppose that the coordinates (u j , u k ) = (0.3, 0.2) from u were used to choose a point on the lens while constructing x. Since the lens map is a preimage space map, the new sample should be added to the temporary lens map at location (0.3, 0.2). To do this, we find the map coordinates associated with (0.3, 0.2) and add | L(x)| to this entry in the temporary lens map, as well as its 8 neighboring map entries, to promote exploration. Figure 12 shows this process graphically.
For a world space map, we also add L(x) to a 3 × 3 neighborhood in the map, but the location in the map is determined by the geometric properties of x rather than coordinates in u. As an example, the scatter direction map shown in figure 12 is indexed by the first non-specular bounce direction of the path (θ, φ), without regard to what values from u were used to generate the direction.
Two of the maps in our system make discrete rather than continous decisions, and adding values to these maps works somewhat differently than in the continuous case. One of these discrete maps is the light selection map. Each entry in the light selection map corresponds to a specific light source in the scene, so we only add | L(x)| to a single table entry in this map. The second discrete map in our system is the bifurcation map. The bifurcation map helps decide at each surface intersection whether to reflect or transmit. To update this map, we keep a list of all the reflect/transmit decisions that were made while creating the path, and add | L(x)| to corresponding entries in the map. For example, suppose that path x has the form ERTTL (eye, reflect, transmit, transmit, light). To add x to the bifurcation map, | L(x)| would be added to three entries in the map, reflect 0 , transmit 1 and transmit 2 (see figure 12 ). 
Sampling with the importance maps. Generating a Monte
Carlo ray path sample using the importance maps proceeds as follows:
1. Generate a (preimage space) tuple u ∈ [0, 1) n with uniform probability.
Construct a ray path x using the values stored in u.
For those decisions that do not have an importance map associated with them, use values from u as input to standard importance sampling.
For decisions associated with a world space map, transform the values in u to world space using the map with probability α, and transform them by standard importance sampling with probability 1 − α.
For decisions associated with a preimage space map, transform the uniformly distributed coordinates in u to nonuniformly distributed points u , then feed u into a standard importance sampling method to transform to world space.
3. Evaluate L(x) and add its value to the current pixel, P i .
Add | L(x)
| to all of the temporary maps for the current pixel at coordinates determined by the coordinates in u for preimage space maps and the geometric properties of x for world space maps.
Combining the temporary maps with the current pixel. Once a pixel has been rendered, we combine the temporary maps with the maps for the pixel to improve the importance function for future pixels:
1. Normalize the temporary maps (divide by their sum).
2. Add a constant value to each entry in the temporary maps. Adding a constant value to the preimage space maps helps the renderer balance between exploration and exploitation and keeps the algorithm unbiased. In the current implementation, we add the value 1/n to each map entry, where n is the number of entries in the map. World space maps do not need this step since exploration is provided by standard importance sampling, but we still add a tiny value to each world space map entry to avoid underflow during later map averaging. We then renormalize the temporary maps.
3. Invert the temporary maps so that they can be added to the already inverted pixel maps. Inversion of a 1D map entails computing a CDF of the map. We invert 2D maps similary, creating a CDF for each row of the map, as well as an extra CDF of the Y axis marginal. A lookup in a 1D map thus requires a single binary search, and a lookup in a 2D map takes 2 binary searches.
4. Add the inverted temporary maps to the pixel maps. (Note that this can be done directly to the inverted maps.)
After the temporary maps have been added in, the pixel's maps contain a mix of information gained while rendering the pixel and information propagated from the pixel's neighbors. The power of our algorithm lies in this blending of new and old information to propagate importance over the image. Even though we use information obtained while sampling to improve the PDF, TAIS is still unbiased because the PDF for a given pixel is fixed before it is rendered. Algorithm 1 provides pseudocode for rendering a pixel with table-driven adaptive importance sampling.
Noise Suppression
One issue with our algorithm is that very bright samples can occur when a high contribution part of path space is first discovered. One simple solution is to apply maximum contribution filtering to the pixel samples. In this scheme individual samples are clamped to some maximum contribution. The assumption is that very bright samples must be extreme outliers that do not contribute appreciably to the image on average. If the sample population meets this assumption, maximum contribution filtering can effectively remove spike noise from an image without introducing visible artifacts. On the other hand, if the sample population is consistently dominated by a few bright samples, the filter will darken the image appreciably as it removes noise.
Walter et al. [WABG06] suggest a maximum contribution of 2% of the total pixel brightness, to be in line with Weber's law, but this is too aggressive for low sample count Monte Carlo integrations. Instead, we base the maximum contribution on the number of samples, using the expression
where m i is the maximum contribution for sample i, s is the Generate uniformly distributed tuple u ∈ [0, 1) n 5:
// Construct a ray path x from u in pixel P i .
6:
for each decision needed to transform u to x do 7:
if no importance map exists for the decision then 8:
Make the decision (transform to world space) with standard IS. p tot = p is . 9:
else if a world space map exists for the decision then 10:
Transform u to world space, using the map with probability α, and standard IS with probability 1 − α. 11:
else if a preimage space map exists for the decision then 13:
Transform the relevant coords of u to u with the map. 14:
Transform u to world space using standard IS. sum of the samples for the pixel, s i is the brightness of sample i, and n is the number of samples in the pixel. Figure 13 shows the result of adding a maximum contribution filter to TAIS. The main artifact of the filter is some darkening in noisy regions of the image. Although the maximum contribution filtering is biased, it still can lower the error of rendered images in many instances (see figure 13 ).
Results
We have implemented Table-driven adaptive importance sampling as an extension to the PBRT renderer [PH04] . In this section we discuss the results of our method and compare it to standard path tracing and MLT.
Numerical comparison of the example renderings. Table 2 gives the numerical error of the images in figures 5 through 11. All of the renderings made with our algorithm have significantly lower error than path tracing with the same number of samples per pixel. To put these numbers into perspective, the lens map example from figure 6 required more than 18 times as many path traced samples to equal the error of the our algorithim.
Wasp scene. Figure 13 shows a more real world example than the scenes in section 3, a wasp resting on a flower. In this scene, we simulate soft lighting with 1200 point lights, and the scene has a limited depth of field. Path tracing with sec.) does much better, but significant noise is still visible. TAIS with 128 samples per pixel (615 sec.) is smoother almost everywhere, except for a few noisy pixels. Adding maximum contribution filtering removes the bright samples so that the whole image is smooth. Figure 13 plots the render time vs. error (RMSE) for different renderings of the wasp scene. As shown in the figure, TAIS starts out with higher error than the other methods, but quickly outstrips them as the importance maps become more accurate. MLT starts out with lower error than either of the other methods. However, because MLT is not stratified, it follows a modest trend line of about t −0.5 , whereas TAIS follows a trend better than t −1.0 . Note also that the maximum contribution filter reduces error a lot at lower sample rates, but less as the sample density increases.
The Sponza atrium scene. Figure 14 shows renderings that demonstrate some of the shortcomings of TAIS. In the top set of images the ray depth was set to 2, allowing only a single indirect light bounce. Path tracing with 64 samples per pixel (left image) produces a noisy image because the sampler does not know which directions to sample to find directly lit surfaces. Adding a scatter direction map improves the result considerably because the map tells the sampler what directions to sample. The bottom row of the figure shows the atrium scene once again, but this time it is rendered with a ray depth of 3. To try and account for the extra indirect bounce, we added a second scatter direction map. In this case, the image appears to have mixed quality. Portions of the image dominated by direct lighting and single scattering have high quality, while parts of the image dominated by multiple scattering show the same or lower quality than path tracing. This is due to the fact that a diffuse bounce spreads out the ray samples so that they are no longer correlated.
Discussion
Although our algorithm can be effective in many situations, it has a number of limitations. First, the maps can only help explore important regions of path space once they have been found. When the sampler does find an important region, information about the region cannot propagate back to previously rendered pixels. Also, the maps do not always cooperate to reduce error. Often, one map provides nearly all of the variance reduction, while the others do not help appreciably. This is likely because the maps are 1 and 2D projections of a higher dimensional space. Finally, we note that path space coherence cannot always be found and exploited by the importance maps, in which case the render quality may drop below that of standard path tracing. Despite these shortcomings, we believe TAIS to be a practical method to reduce variance in global illumination images. Several of the maps address parts of the measurement equation that are usually glossed over by other sampling methods, such as the point on the lens and instant of time to sample. lar in a number of ways to the particle swarm optimization (PSO) [KE95] . Both PSO and TAIS define a sampling distribution based on samples previously taken while balancing between exploration and exploitation. However, TAIS does not keep a population of particles, and the end goal is integration rather than search.
Relation to other global illumination algorithms. This paper demonstrated TAIS in the context of path tracing. However, TAIS may be even more effective when used with algorithms that reduce the dimensionality of the measurement equation by precomputing indirect lighting. Photon mapping with a final gather step [Jen96] and multidimensional light cuts [WABG06] come to mind as two algorithms that could benefit from the addition of importance maps, particularly the lens and time maps.
Conclusion
This paper presented table-driven adaptive importance sampling (TAIS) as a technique to supplement existing importance sampling functions in global illumination. The new method works by defining tabular importance maps that hold importance information gleaned from the samples taken while rendering an image. We showed that TAIS can be quite effective at reducing variance in a number of common but difficult rendering situations, including several that are overlooked by most other importance sampling methods.
